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A. Make-A-Wish Distribution Background 
Omatic Software created the Make-A-Wish Distribution profile to streamline the 

monthly processing of distributions. This profile imports the donations with a Raiser's 

Edge Gift Type of "Other" to the individual donor records. The IOM profile does NOT 

record the 'hard credit' gift for Make-A-Wish America. The gifts are imported to a Batch 

where they can then be reviewed for accuracy prior to committing the Batch.  

 

This document serves as a user manual for the Make-A-Wish Distribution profile and 

will cover how to use the Make-A-Wish Distribution profile to import your monthly 

distribution details as well as how to ensure the profile is configured for your chapter's 

specific needs.  

  



  

 

B. Distribution Importing 
Each month, when you receive the Distribution file for your chapter from Make-A-Wish, 

you will use the Make-A-Wish America Distribution profile in ImportOmatic to process 

those contributions. 

1) Open ImportOmatic from the Raiser's Edge Plug-Ins menu. 

2) Click on Import Processing. 

3) Select the Make-A-Wish Distribution profile from the 'Import profile' drop-down 

menu and browse to the distributions data file from Make-A-Wish America. 

4) Click the Import button to process your file: 

 

5) You will likely need to interact with the import process at several stages during the 

processing, including the Duplicate Search screen, the Biographical Comparison 

screen, and the Advanced Address Processing screen. 

6) Any records that generate exceptions will need to be addressed before they can be 

successfully imported. For information on handling exceptions, refer to your 

training documentation for common exceptions and how to address them. 

Additionally, all of your Support resources, including our Support team, are 

available for assistance with exceptions. Once exceptions have been addressed, the 

exceptions CSV file can be imported using the same Make-A-Wish America 

Distribution profile. NOTE: Exceptions will be imported to a separate batch than the 

original file. 



  

 

7) Batches can be reviewed and committed as they are imported or the batch from the 

original import and the batch from the exceptions import (if needed) can be 

processed at the end of all import processing.  



  

 

C. Dictionaries 
The following dictionaries are currently in use for the Make-A-Wish America 

Distribution profile. Chapter specific configuration and dictionary maintenance details 

are included in each description where necessary. 

DISTR Appeal 

The DISTR Appeal dictionary must be configured for each chapter's appeal formatting. 

The Replacement Value is the ID/Description of the appeal that corresponds to the 

incoming appeal from Make-A-Wish America. To determine whether to use the ID or 

Description of the Appeal, check the User Options (Tools, User Options in RE) of the 

primary user who will be importing distribution information. If the option for Appeals 

(on the Records tab of User Options) is set to Appeal ID, the Replacement Value 

populated in the dictionary should be the Appeal ID. If the user option is set to 

Description, the Replacement Value should be the Description from the Appeal record. 

 

 



  

 

The DISTR Appeal dictionary will also need to be maintained and updated year over 

year. If the appeal populated in the file from Make-A-Wish America does not exist in 

the dictionary, it will need to be added with the appropriate replacement value. 

 

DISTR Campaign 

The DISTR Campaign dictionary must be configured and updated in the same manner 

as the DISTR Appeal dictionary. 

 

Zip Code 

The Zip Code dictionary uses Regular Expressions to ensure that dictionaries with 

leading zeroes are formatted appropriately for importing. This dictionary is already 

configured for zip codes in the Northeast as well as those in Puerto Rico and should not 

need any further updating or maintenance. 

 

Phone Type 

The Phone Type dictionary contains two entries with two specific purposes. The first 

entry replaces the value "<none>" from the MAWFA file and replaces it with a blank 

value to ensure that no exception is generated when there is no phone number present 

in the file for a constituent.  



  

 

The second entry is used to translate the "Home1" value in the data file to the 

appropriate value for each chapter. The Replacement Value present in the dictionary 

for "Home1"must be updated with the desired Phone Type for each chapter. 

 

Solicit Code 

This dictionary contains two entries with two distinct purposes. The first entry 

translates a value of "No" in the Mail OK field to the appropriate Solicit Code. As per 

the Make-A-Wish Suite Standards of Use, "Do Not Solicit - Mail" should be used by all 

chapters. If another entry is desired, the Replacement Value can be updated as needed. 

The second entry blanks out a value of "Yes" in the Mail OK field so that no Solicit Code 

is added to the constituent record.  

 

Requests no email 

The Requests No Email dictionary is a 'reverse' dictionary used to change a value of Yes 

to False and a value of No to True. If the incoming record has a value of "Yes" in the 

Email OK field, the 'Requests no email' field on the constituent record should be false 

or unchecked. If the incoming record has a value of "No" in the Email OK field, the 

'Requests no email' field on the constituent record should be true or checked. This 

dictionary does not require any maintenance or chapter specific configuration. 

  



  

 

D. Profile Settings 
Field mapping and profile configuration settings that should be reviewed/updated for 

each chapter are listed below. Settings are categorized according to the headings in the 

profile navigation bar. 

 

Field Map 

The Raiser's Edge Phone Type selected for Column W of the profile should be reviewed 

to ensure that the appropriate table entry is selected for each chapter. 

When the profile is first loaded into a chapter's IOM, each field with a dictionary 

selected must be reviewed to ensure that the appropriate dictionary is applied as 

dictionaries are stored in the database based on the order they were added to IOM. 

 

Constituents 

The Default Primary Addressee/Salutation for New Constituents, found at the bottom 

of the Constituents settings screen, must be reviewed to ensure that the appropriate 

add/sal is selected for each chapter. 

 

Duplicate Search/Criteria 

The duplicate criteria established during training should be sufficient for most, if not 

all, import profiles.  

 

Duplicate Search/Auto Pick 

Auto-pick settings can be configured for each chapter based on their processing volume 

and comfort level with IOM and auto-pick. 



  

 

 

Gifts 

Each chapter can select their desired Batch template under the Gifts options. 

 

Defaults 

At the top of the Defaults screen, you can select the Default Data Folder location to 

ensure that every time you use this profile IOM knows which folder to look in for the 

data file to be imported. 

 

The appropriate defaults for Organization Address Type and Individual Address Type 

should be selected for each chapter. 

 

Select a Raiser's Edge default set for New Individuals to ensure that the appropriate 

Constituent Code (and any other required coding) is applied when IOM creates a new 

record. 

 

 

 



  

 

Addresses/New Preferred Address 

Ensure that the correct Address Type is selected for 'Set "Type" to'. The Address Type 

selected here will be applied to the existing preferred address if the incoming address is 

imported as a new preferred address. 

 

Output/Queries 

Output queries for new constituents and modified constituents are currently turned on 

for this profile. The names for those queries can be updated for each chapter here. 

 

Output/Files 

The location to save output files (error logs and exception files) should be updated for 

each chapter here. 

 

  



  

 

E. Profile Architecture 
Field Map 

Column Field Name Record Type Value Type Dictionary 
PC 

A Last Name Constituent Field  First Name  
Y 

B First Name Constituent Field Last Name  
Y 

C Middle Name Constituent Field Middle Name  
Y 

D Org Name Constituent Field Org Name  
Y 

E Gift ID Gift Field Gift ID  
 

F Gift Date Gift Field Date  
 

G Gift Post Date Ignore   
 

H Campaign ID Gift Field Campaign DISTR Campaign 
 

I Campaign Description Ignore   
 

J Appeal ID Gift Field Appeal DISTR Appeal 
 

K Appeal Description Ignore   
 

L Amount Gift Field Amount  
 

M Fee Ignore   
 

N Net Distribution Ignore   
 

O Address Line 1 Constituent Address Field Address  
Y 

P Address Line 2 Constituent Address Field Address Line 2  
Y 

Q City Constituent Address Field City  
Y 

R State Constituent Address Field State  
 

S Zip Postal Code Constituent Address Field Zip Zip Code 
 



  

 

T Phone Type Constituent Phone - Type  Phone Type 
 

U Phone Number Constituent Phone - Number Field T  
 

V Email Ignore   
 

W Email Address Constituent Email - Address Email  
 

X Mail OK Constituent Field Solicit Code Solicit Code 
 

Y Email OK Constituent Field Requests no email Requests No Email 
 

 

 

Virtual Fields 

Column Field Name Record Type Value Type Dictionary PC 

Z Other Gift Field Type Static Field (field name)  

AA Do Not Post Gift Field GL Post Status Static Field (field name)  

 

 

 


